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Abstract
The Camberwell Masonic Centre at 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell is currently
affected by Heritage Overlay HO539 to the Boroondara Planning Scheme. The
adopted (existing) heritage citation for the property is provided at Attachment 1.
The property was subject to a planning permit application to partially demolish and
alter the existing building and develop the land for a retirement village. A planning
permit has been issued in accordance with a recent VCAT Order.
On 8 December 2016, Heritage Victoria notified Council that a nomination had been
received for the subject place for inclusion in the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR)
and an assessment of the nomination would be undertaken. The notification outlined
the assessment process where Council will be invited to make a submission once a
recommendation on the VHR nomination is made.
Subsequently, in preparation for the VHR assessment process, officers engaged
heritage consultant Trethowan Architecture to undertake an assessment of the
building. The Trethowan assessment (Attachment 2) found that the subject building
is ‘historically and culturally significant on a state level as a fine example of a
masonic temple demonstrating, better than most in its class, the culture and history
of Freemasonry in Victoria’. The assessment also found a number of internal
elements of significance that are currently not protected under the existing local
Heritage Overlay HO539.
Although a planning permit has been issued under the VCAT Order, officers note that
the permit requires the permit holder to prepare, submit and obtain approval of a
number of plans prior to commencement of works (including the demolition). These
plans are yet to be submitted for approval but could be submitted at any time. Once
they are approved, the subject building will be under increased threat of demolition.
It is considered appropriate that Council give consideration to the Trethowan
assessment, endorse and provide a copy of the Trethowan report in support of the
VHR nomination.
In addition, it is considered appropriate that the building is preserved whilst its VHR
status is being determined. Therefore, it is recommended that the UPSC also resolve
to lodge a request to Heritage Victoria that an Interim Protection Order be made
under the Heritage Act 1995 for the subject property whilst the VHR nomination is
being determined.
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Officers' recommendation
That the Urban Planning Special Committee resolve to:
1.

Endorse and provide a copy of the heritage assessment of the Camberwell
Masonic Centre (Attachment 2) to Heritage Victoria in support of the Victorian
Heritage Register (VHR) nomination.

2.

Lodge a request to Heritage Victoria that an Interim Protection Order be made
under the Heritage Act 1995 for the subject property whilst the VHR nomination
is being determined.

3.

Should a hearing be convened by the Heritage Council of Victoria, submit the
heritage assessment of the Camberwell Masonic Centre (Attachment 2) and
make representations in support of the VHR nomination.
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Responsible director:

John Luppino
City Planning
___________________________________________________________________
1.

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to seek the Urban Planning Special Committee
(UPSC)’s endorsement of the recommended actions outlined in the report, in
response to a recent nomination of the Camberwell Masonic Centre for
inclusion in the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR).

2.

Policy implications and relevance to council plan
Council Plan 2013-17
Consideration of the VHR nomination implements Council's commitment to
'engage with our community in striving for protection and enhancement of the
natural and built environment' in order to achieve the objective "the character
of our neighbourhoods is protected and improved" (Theme 3, Strategy 10).
Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-17
Consideration of the VHR nomination implements Strategic Objective 2 of the
Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2013-17, to ‘enhance and develop
our neighbourhoods to support health and wellbeing’ by including places of
heritage significance in the Heritage Overlay. In particular Strategy 2.2: to
support practices that assist Council and the community maintain and
enhance our natural environment for future generations.

3.

Background
The Camberwell Masonic Centre at 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell was
identified in the Camberwell Junction Heritage Review (2008, revised in April
2013) as an individually significant heritage place to the City of Boroondara.
Heritage Overlay HO539 was subsequently applied to the property through
Amendment C101 to the Boroondara Planning Scheme in 2013. The adopted
heritage citation for the property is provided at Attachment 1.
The property was subject to a planning permit application to partially demolish
and alter the existing building and develop the land for a retirement village (a
three storey building would be built behind the retained facades on Prospect
Hill Road and Station Street). Council’s decision to refuse to grant a permit
was appealed by the applicant to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) and subsequently set aside by VCAT on 7 December 2016.
In accordance with the VCAT Order, Council issued a permit (PP16/00091) on
9 January 2017.
On 8 December 2016, Heritage Victoria notified Council that a nomination for
the subject place for inclusion in the VHR had been received and an
assessment of the nomination would be undertaken. Subsequently, in
preparation for the VHR nomination assessment process where Council will be
invited to make a submission, officers engaged heritage consultant Trethowan
Architecture to undertake an assessment of the building to ascertain whether it
has heritage significance at the State level.
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Further communications with officers from Heritage Victoria confirmed that:







4.

The Executive Director of Heritage Victoria will make a recommendation
about whether the building should be included in the VHR. This
recommendation is expected to be made available to the public on 19 May
2017.
A public notice will be published (usually in a widely circulated newspaper
such as the Herald Sun) advising the community of the Executive
Director’s recommendation and the opportunity to make a submission to
the Heritage Council of Victoria within 60 days of the recommendation
being made public.
A public hearing may be carried out by the Heritage Council if requested.
The final decision on whether to include the property in the VHR is made
by the Heritage Council. However, there is no statutory timeframe for the
Heritage Council to make the final decision.

Outline of key issues/options
The Trethowan assessment (Attachment 2) found that the subject building is
‘historically and culturally significant on a state level as a fine example of a
masonic temple demonstrating, better than most in its class, the culture and
history of Freemasonry in Victoria’. The assessment also found a number of
internal elements of significance that are currently not protected under the
existing local Heritage Overlay HO539, such as the internal Masonic
decoration, high quality timber interior elements, and the Grand Master’s chair.
Further details are provided at Attachment 2.
It is considered appropriate that Council give consideration to the Trethowan
assessment, endorse and provide a copy of the Trethowan report in support of
the VHR nomination.
Although a permit has been issued under the VCAT Order, officers note that
the works authorised by the permit (including demolition) cannot commence
until the permit holder prepares, submits and obtains Council’s approval of a
number of plans. These plans are yet to be submitted.
However, the permit holder can at any time lodge an application under S29A
of the Building Act 1993 for the partial demolition approved under the existing
permit and Council must consent to the S29A request in accordance with the
requirements of the Building Act.
Importantly, should the subject building be included in the VHR, a permit for
the proposed development, including demolition, will be required from Heritage
Victoria. The proposed development’s impact on the significant internal
features will also be part of the assessment. While the existing planning permit
will remain valid, the requirement to obtain a permit from Heritage Victoria has
effect despite anything authorised under the Planning and Environment Act or
the Building Act [s 63(1) Heritage Act]. This means that, once the property is
registered on the VHR, the owner will not be able to act on the planning permit
or building permit until a permit under the Heritage Act is obtained.
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It is considered appropriate that the building is preserved whilst its VHR status
is being determined. However, based on the timelines indicated by Heritage
Victoria, a final decision on the subject building’s VHR status is not likely to be
made until at least late this year. In addition, once the planning permit plans
are submitted and approved, the subject building will be under increased
threat of demolition. Therefore, it is recommended that the UPSC also resolve
to lodge a request to Heritage Victoria that an Interim Protection Order (IPO)
be made under the Heritage Act 1995 for the subject property whilst the VHR
nomination is being determined.
5.

Consultation/communication
Officers communicated with Heritage Victoria to confirm the VHR nomination
assessment process and timeframe.
Owners and occupiers of the affected and adjoining properties have been
notified of this UPSC meeting. The planning permit applicant and the person
making the nomination to Heritage Victoria have also been notified.
Heritage Victoria will undertake a 60-day public consultation process once the
Executive Director of Heritage Victoria has made his recommendation on
whether to include the subject site on the VHR. Any submission will be
considered and a public hearing may also be carried out by the Heritage
Council of Victoria before a final decision is made.

6.

Financial and resource implications
Resources to support Council’s involvement in the VHR nomination
assessment process will be sourced from the Strategic Planning Department
operating budget.

7.

Governance issues
The implications of this report have been assessed and are not considered
likely to breach or infringe upon the human rights contained in the Victorian
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.
The officers responsible for this report have no direct or indirect interests
requiring disclosure.

8.

Social and environmental issues
Supporting this VHR nomination will provide positive social and environmental
benefits by contributing to the continual protection and management of the
City’s heritage.

9.

Conclusion
It is recommended that the UPSC resolve to endorse and provide the
Trethowan heritage assessment to Heritage Victoria in support of the VHR
nomination. In addition, a resolution is also required from the UPSC to request
that Heritage Victoria make an Interim Protection Order under the Heritage Act
1995 for the subject property whilst its VHR status is being determined.

Manager:

Zoran Jovanovski, Strategic Planning

Report officer:

Jo Liu, Senior Strategic Planner, Strategic Planning
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2008
REVISED 2013

CAMBERWELL JUNCTION HERITAGE REVIEW
HERITAGE PRECINCT CITATION

Name

Masonic Centre

Reference No

Address

12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Survey Date

21 February 2008

Grading

Significant

Previous
Grading

C

Building Type
Date of
Construction

1923-24 (extended 1935)

Extent of Overlay
To title boundaries.

Camberwell Masonic Centre
Intactness
Heritage Status

9 Good

Fair

Poor

HV

AHC

NT

History
The first Masonic Lodge to be established in Camberwell was the Emulation Lodge of Ancient Free and
Accepted Masons which was consecrated c1890.1 From 1891, the Camberwell Lodge rented rooms at
the Town Hall, meeting once a month and arranging charity balls on other evenings. The Lodge
acquired the vacant site on the corner of Prospect Hill Road and Station Street in 1919.2 The
foundation stone of the Camberwell Masonic Temple was laid in September 1923 by RW Bro. W
Hattam, Chairman of Trustees. The building was designed by architects Gawler & Drummond and
constructed by builder, LF Lewellen.3 In 1935, a double-storey addition was built at the rear of the
Centre, replacing the original timber framed kitchen and servery. Today, as in previous years, a
number of Lodges meet at the Temple, including the Lodge of Australia Felix (No. 1).4
(G Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study 1991, additional research by Lovell Chen, 2008)

1

G Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study, 1991, p. 221.

2

MMBW Plan No. 70; Sands and McDougall Directories, various years between 1917-1925.

3

G Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study, 1991, p. 221.

4

‘Featured Lodge Australia Felix, no 1’, Freemasonry Victoria, 2007, Issue 113, p. 24.
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CAMBERWELL JUNCTION HERITAGE REVIEW
HERITAGE PRECINCT CITATION

REVISED

2008
2013

Description & Integrity
This building is a two storey set of brick offices and hall with cement and textured stucco rendering,
and tiled roof. The Prospect Hill (north) elevation is symmetrical, dominated by a portico with two
giant order Ionic columns in antis stretched across a two storey set of windows and entry door.
Masonic symbols are in relief on a spandrel above the front entry. The original east and west
elevations read asymmetrically as ‘profile’ treatments, having three bays behind the entry area
delineated with piers. The first bay back from Prospect Hill Road is a blank wall; the second has two
trios of windows and the third has an apsidal bay. The building was extended to the rear in 1935.
The addition has masonry walls to the east and south. The west wall (facing Station Street) is timber
framed and clad in cement sheeting. The addition has a tiled pitched roof with gable ends On the
original permanent building, the roofs are all behind parapets.
Comparative Analysis
In Lodge circles this building compares with the Egyptian-flavoured Convocation Hall in Rochester
Road Canterbury or the Masonic Hall at Dandenong Road Caulfield, both from the same period as this
design. As was common in other Masonic halls it employs two columns in antis flanking the entrance.
The Lodge building also uses a variety of symbolic emblems, again characteristic in Masonic Hall
design. The hall is not as distinctive as the Canterbury Hall or as bold as the Caulfield Masonic
Building, and is fairly correct, static and heavy-looking, typical of Gawler and Drummond in these
years. But is an important building in Camberwell’s community history. It is also an emphatic
reminder of the importance of Lodges, halls and similar institutional buildings in suburban settings,
particularly in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The architectural treatment of the original
1924 building is reasonably sumptuous, with a properly turned Ionic order, superimposed on a core
building that applies textures and details (windows, bays, course lines, textures), often from
seemingly domestic bungalow architecture, but now in a massing that is convincingly monumental.
This is an accomplishment given the domestic bungalow’s difficulty in generating monumental form,
and the fusion of domestic and monumental themes is of considerable interest in this design. The
building exerts a strong streetscape presence toward Prospect Hill Road and is one of the few interwar or earlier buildings surviving in the block immediately behind Burke Road. John S Gawler later
designed the Grainger Museum at the University of Melbourne, 1935-38, and the Ionic-Deco Box Hill
Town Hall, 1938.
The Masonic Hall is also fairly simple in comparison with Church buildings in the vicinity, which all rely
on towers, Gothic-related window treatments, and the direct expression of internal spaces. In this the
building has much more in common with Bates, Smart and McCutcheon’s Second Church of Christ
Scientist, across the railway cutting in Cookson Street at the Holly Street corner. That church has an
existing individual heritage overlay and had won the Victorian Street Architecture Medal. This has a
similarly cubic form and auditorium, but is enlivened by a skilled and fairly delicate use of rhythmic
zigzag and other glazing motifs, and by rusticated brickwork. The Christian Science Church also uses
a luminous form composed from exposed cream face brick.
Assessment Against Criteria
Criterion A - Importance to the course, or pattern, of the City of Boroondara’s cultural history.
The Masonic Centre is of importance to the course of Boroondara’s cultural history as an example of a
key cultural institution. It is directly linked to the growth of Freemasonry in the post war years and
its scale and prominence reflects the strength of local community involvement.
Criterion B - Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of the City of Boroondara’s cultural
history.
The Masonic Centre is a relatively rare example of such a place within Boroondara.
Criterion C – Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the City of
Boroondara’s cultural history.
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CAMBERWELL JUNCTION HERITAGE REVIEW
HERITAGE PRECINCT CITATION

REVISED

2008
2013

N/A
Criterion D – Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places or
objects.
The Masonic Centre is directly demonstrative of the principal characteristics of gathering places
erected for the practice of Freemasonry.
Criterion E – Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.
Architecturally the original part of the Masonic Centre is reasonably sumptuous, with a properly turned
Ionic order, superimposed on a core building that applies textures and details (windows, bays, course
lines, textures) from contemporary domestic bungalow architecture on a mass that is convincingly
monumental. It is a building which has a strong streetscape presence.
Criterion F – Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a
particular period.
N/A
Criterion G – Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social,
cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of
their continuing and developing cultural traditions.
The Masonic Centre has been the principal meeting place for a number of local freemasonry lodges.
Criterion H – Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance
in City of Boroondara’s history.
N/A
Statement of Significance
What is Significant
The Masonic Centre is a monumental rendered brick building containing a hall and offices designed for
use by local Freemasons and associated lodge members. Designed by architects Gawler and
Drummond and constructed by local Lodge member, L F Lewellen in 1923-24 it provided the first
purpose built premises in Camberwell of the Ancient Free and Accepted Masons.
The northern façade to Prospect Hill Road with its strong portico and Masonic symbols is of particular
significance as are the east and west side elevations of the original building constructed in 1924. The
south elevation, light weight addition constructed in 1935 and the rear of the site are of no
significance.
How is it Significant
Camberwell Masonic Centre is historically, aesthetically and socially significant to the City of
Boroondara.
Why is it Significant
The Masonic Centre is of local significance and regional interest as a long-term meeting place for
many facets of the Masonic craft in Camberwell. Architecturally, the original 1924 building is a near
original Masonic Temple successfully designed in the style traditionally used for lodges and large
commercial buildings of the era.
Grading Review
Previous Grading C. This review recommends that the Masonic Centre be identified as a ‘Significant’
building.
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CAMBERWELL JUNCTION HERITAGE REVIEW
HERITAGE PRECINCT CITATION

REVISED

2008
2013

Recommendations
Recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay of the Boroondara Planning
Scheme as an individual place.

External Paint Colours

Yes

Internal Alterations Controls

No

Tree Controls

No

Outbuildings and fences exemptions

No

Victorian Heritage Register

No

Prohibited uses may be permitted

Yes

Incorporated plan

No

Aboriginal heritage place

No

Identified By
G Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study, 1991.
R Elphinstone, Camberwell Junction Heritage Study, 1991.
References
General:
G Butler, Camberwell Conservation Study, 1991.
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell
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Heritage Assessment

Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

1. Introduction
This report is an assessment of the cultural heritage values of the former Camberwell Masonic Temple
at 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell. This report has been prepared at the instruction of the City of
Boroondara to determine the place’s potential heritage significance.
1.1

Methodology

The Heritage Act 1995 requires the use of criteria to assess the heritage significance of places and
objects, and when determining whether those places or objects should be included in the Victorian
Heritage Register (VHR). The 2012 Heritage Council of Victoria’s The Victorian Heritage Register
Criteria and Threshold Guidelines have been used to assess the former Camberwell Masonic Temple in
this report. This report is an assessment of the former Camberwell Masonic Temple against the state
level threshold.
A key component of this report is a comparative analysis of the building, its exterior and interiors,
alongside a typology of Masonic temples, particularly from the interwar period, in order to establish its
significance within its class of places/objects.
1.2

Location

The building is prominently located on a street corner close to the Burke Road thoroughfare of the
Camberwell retail centre. To the east and south, the property is encircled by the neighbouring four
storey Prospect Hill Village Apartments.
The original land has been slightly reduced in area by the creation of a vehicle turning at the street
intersection. The front fence and side boundary fences are generally not original however a section of
the original front fence does survive at the northern end of the eastern boundary.
The former Camberwell Masonic Temple is currently protected under the Heritage Overlay as an
individual place (HO539) in the City of Boroondara.

Figure 1 Aerial view of the intersection of 12 Prospect Hill Road and Station Street, Camberwell, the subject site is
indicated. Note the identifiable plan layout of the building comprising the portico wing to the north (Prospect Hill Road)
frontage, the central main wing with its full parapet to four sides expressing the plan of the Lodge Room within it and the rear
gabled wing which is not significant to the south. Source: Google Maps

trethowan architecture interiors heritage
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

2. Description
The Camberwell Temple is designed with a Free Classical facade. The fine ionic columns stand in antis
to the main entrance doorway. The entry portico evokes the Temple of Solomon, the most important
model for Masonic temples. Above the doorway Roman numerals identify the building’s completion date
and the spandrel panel above includes motifs derived from Masonry. The division of the main building
into two identifiable parts, the portico and main (intentionally rectangular) wing takes its inspiration from
ancient classicism. Internally the building with its two-storey arrangement of public (hall) space on the
ground floor and Lodge space on the first floor demonstrates a good example of the building type. The
fixed stage in the hall provides a ready-made area for a small orchestra or as a rostrum. This space is
neatly expressed on the building’s exterior with the curved bays on the south western corner. The
Lodge room above takes on a centralised character focussing on the requisite rectangular
chequerboard paving of the central section of the floor. This central section is reflected in the ceiling
design of the space. The Lodge room is the spiritual and architectural centrepiece of the temple
building and, as is often the case, is timber panelled and fitted with purpose designed, substantial and
solid timber pieces again in a requisite arrangement. The circular recess of the ground floor continues
into the Lodge Room. As with the hall space on the ground floor, this feature is expressed on the
building’s exterior. The interior of the building includes purpose designed fittings incorporating motifs
derived from Freemasonry including door panels and ironmongery.
The building’s north and west elevations are highly visible. The eastern elevation is less prominent due
to its proximity to the site’s eastern boundary and the bulk of the neighbouring building to the east.
Nevertheless, it has a level of detail equivalent to the more exposed elevations of the building and
interestingly retains its original finished appearance with unpainted smooth and roughcast render and
white painted window and door joinery. The building is highly visible from the south due to the open
carpark at the rear of the subject property, however the architecture of the principal section of the
building is generally concealed by the later gabled addition. It is noted that the return southern wall
parapet and cornice of the main wing is visible and indicates the closed and defined form of the main
wing.
The building is well built and well designed with a high degree of particular detailing on the exterior and
interior. Internally the timber joinery and fittings are particularly notable. They are crafted from solid
Australian timber and feature fiddleback blackwood and other distinctive timber graining to the panelling
and motifs derived from Freemasonry.

2
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Figure 2 Camberwell Masonic Temple (1923-4). Source: Trethowan

Figure 3 The Camberwell Masonic Temple ‘s east and west sides have asymmetric profile treatments, consisting of three
bays behind the anteroom section, delineated with piers. Source: Trethowan
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Figure 4 View of east elevation of the portico, Source: Trethowan

Figure 5 Eastern elevation including unpainted render finish and return cornice. Source: Trethowan

4
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Camberwell Masonic Temple Interiors

Figure 6 Photo montage of the main Lodge room at the Camberwell Masonic Temple, displays intact design elements of a
typical lodge room, including timber panelling, blue carpet, side benches, white ceiling including rectangular recess, and
Maconic iconography such as the compass and square motif on wall columns. Source: Trethowan

Figure 7 Examples of six-pointed Star on doors; Compass and Square detailing on internal doors; stair balustrades with
stylised globe on pillar motifs. Source: Trethowan
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Figure 8 View of Public hall showing star on door, ceiling beams, and servery window. Source: Trethowan

Figure 9 From left, door into gentlemen’s toilet; circular alcove in lodge room; and timber panelled lobby in temple
anteroom. Source: Trethowan.

6
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

3. History
Freemasonry is the oldest and largest existing fraternal organisation in the world and is steeped in
history. The following contextual history is adapted from the Freemasons of Victorian website;
The first Grand Lodge, the Grand Lodge of England, was founded on the 24th, June, 1717
when four London lodges met for a joint dinner, proclaiming themselves pre-eminent and
assuming regulatory control over Freemasonry in England. This apparently spontaneous
formation of the Grand Lodge understandably caused resentment amongst the other existing
lodges of the time and ultimately lead to a schism in English Freemasonry that was not fully
resolved until 1813 when the two rival groups formed the United Grand Lodge of England – the
body which exists and co-ordinates English Freemasonry to this day.
Freemasonry was brought to Australia by military lodges granted travelling warrants and the
first Lodge established and resident in Australia is The Australian Social Lodge No 260IC which
held its first meeting on 4th of January, 1820 in Sydney.
Freemasonry offers men a principled way of life, a sense of belonging and of personal growth. Their
goals are to continue self development, self improvement and education through community
involvement and charitable work for the betterment of society, and in doing so promote a better way of
life based on ethical and moral standards.
The role of the Freemasons has been widely acknowledged in the establishment of towns and cities
across Victoria. Through their work and activities, the Masons have been able to influence and
contribute to the community in many ways from providing venues for community purposes, construction
of hospitals and being involved in social welfare projects that have included schools, facilities for the
handicapped, hospitals and homes for the aged1. By 1972 when the Freemason’s state Building
Committee was tasked with inquiring into solutions to aging and deteriorating buildings, there were 237
Freemason properties in Victoria.2
The Camberwell Masonic Lodge was consecrated in 1890 with meetings held at the Town Hall. The
land for a temple was purchased on the site fin 1919. On 21 June, 1921, the Argus described the
temple design by architects Gawler and Drummond:
A feature of the steady increase in the membership of the Masonic fraternity is the number of
urban temples which are being erected. This is the new Camberwell Lodge building designed
by Messrs Gawler and Drummond on the classic lines of the Ionic order. Three heavy bronze
doors form the entrance to the foyer. The lower floor is a large dance hall, while the upper
lodge room, which is particularly spacious and well appointed, is situated on the upper floor.
On 25 June 1923, the tender for completion of the temple was awarded to builder W. L. Flewellen for
£4,100, and W. R. Hattam, chairman of the Lodge Trustees, laid the foundation stone on 8 September
that year. The temple was dedicated on 12 April 1924.

1

Taken from the Heritage Citation Report, Masonic Temple 31 Urquhart Street Horsham.

2

Thornton p.231.
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Figure 10 Illustration of the new Masonic Temple design in the Argus, 21 June 1923. Source: National Library of Australia

Figure 11 Gawler & Drummond’s simplified plan of the Masonic Temple in 1921, Public Building File, PROV Series 7882,
Unit 59. Source: Public Records Office of Victoria

Freemasonry, Geometric Philosophy and Architecture
The relationship between Masons and classical architecture is important as the organization takes part
of its inspiration from classical architecture, a mason being a master craftsman in ancient Greek times.
Some of the rituals associated with Masonry use the pure classical orders of Doric, Ionic and
Corinthian. It is not surprising therefore that Lodge buildings, known as temples, often make direct
reference to ancient architecture and in particular the architecture of ancient Greece.

8
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Geometry and architecture are vital parts of Masonic philosophy and ritual. In its origins, the
association draws analogies between its fellowship and the ‘Craft’ of master builders in ancient times. 3
The ‘working tools’ of the Freemason are the gauge, the chisel, the gavel, square, the level and plumb
rule. Ideal Masonic architecture draws on the principles of Classical architecture in terms of an
emphasis on geometric ideals such as the golden ratio, on historical antecedents such as Vitruvius’
Principles of Architecture and on religious precedents such as King Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem
(Figure 13).
Descriptions of King Solomon’s Temple regularly include the two monumental pillars that rose on either
side of its gateway, known as Boaz and Jachin, crowned with globes (Figure 12). The Ionic pillar,
representing steadfastness and strength, topped with globes, representing the earth and heaven, are
thus important recurring Masonic symbols. Similarly, the reverence of the east as the holiest direction,
where the sun rose, echoes the orientation of the throne of Solomon towards the sun. Thus it is no
accident that the Master’s chair, to which the lodge members are oriented, is in Australia at least,
commonly located in the east.

Figure 12 Masonic Pillars of Boaz and Jachin (left) and Tracing Card (right) Source: Freemasons-Freemasonry.com

Figure 13 A trypical reconstruction of Solomon’s Temple. Source: Grand Lodge of British Columbia

Pillars flanking doorways or porticoes are a recurring element of Masonic architecture based on
Solomon’s Temple. Similarly, the flanking pillars occur on the Tracing Card of the Fellowcraft which
3

See B.James, ‘Architecture and Freemasonry’ in Lazar 2009 p.147-158
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also commonly incorporates a staircase from an anteroom up into a temple, a design element reflected
in typical two storey Masonic temples; a typical reconstruction of Solomon’s Temple (Figure 13).The
most common Masonic symbols are the compass and square, that refer to the conception of God as
the Divine Architect as well as to the ‘Craft’ of masonry. Thus while the square is a basic element of
Masonic geomancy, the circle and triangle are also important, particularly in the way they combine with
one another. Similarly classical geometric formulas such as the Golden Mean or Ratio have been
important elements of Masonic geometry.4 Geometric formulas and symbols are also used in Masonic
rituals of initiation, education and affirmation.
Gawler & Drummond
The architects, Gawler and Drummond, are a notable mid twentieth century Melbourne practice. Walter
A. Drummond resided locally in Canterbury and was a master of the Acanthus Masonic Lodge
(Obituary, The Argus, 13 September, 1930). The firm’s designs were conservative and often based on
historic precedents. In addition to the Camberwell Temple, they are known for the design of several
buildings located on the main campus of the University of Melbourne including the Grainger Museum
and a 1936-7 extension to the Old Arts Building (both included on the Victorian Heritage Register) and
the former Chapel for the Deaf and Dumb Society in Jolimont.
Walter Drummond travelled to California in 1914 when he was reportedly Offered position of State
Architect of California but refused it, instead joining John Gawler in an architectural partnership. (Royal
Victorian Institute of Architects Journal Jan 1914, p 263). John Gawler carried on the practice name
after John Drummond’s death in 1930.
References:
Thornton, The History of Freemasonry in Victoria, United Grand Lodge of Ancient Free & Accepted
Masons of Victoria, 1978.
Dr Bob James, ‘Architecture and Freemasonry: ‘To Build the New Jerusalem’’, in Peter Lazar, It’s No
Secret: Real men wear aprons, Museum of Freemasonry Foundation, Sydney 2009.
James Carl, Art and Architecture of Freemasonry, BT Babford, London 1991.
P.T. Thornton, The History of Freemasonry in Victoria, United Grand Lodge of Ancient & Accepted
Masons of Victoria, 1978.
Patrick Suppes, ‘Rules of Proportion in Architecture’, Midwest Studies in Philosophy XVI (1991),
pp.352-358.

4

James in Lazar 2009, p.152-3.
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Historical Analysis

The former Masonic Temple at Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell, is clearly connected to the history of
Freemasonry in Victoria. As a particularly well built and well located temple it illustrates the tremendous
popularity of the movement in Victoria in the interwar years, especially in the decade after the First
World War when Masonic temples spread along key transport routes in the Melbourne suburbs. At this
time, the burgeoning demand for new lodge rooms drove debate among the Victorian lodges
concerning the establishment of a state-wide building trust to provide loans for the erection of new
suburban temples.5 This debate was at its height in 1921 when Camberwell Masonic Temple was
designed, and the delay in funding its completion until 1923 may have been tied to the inconclusive
debate over establishing the Masonic Trust Company building fund.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is notable among the Victorian examples in terms of its rectangular
form, monumental pillars and doorway reflecting the form of King Solomon’s Temple. The division of
the hall with three piers along the length and five along the width reflects the classical proportions
prescribed by Vitruvius.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is an imposing and architecturally coherent expression of the interwar
free Classical style. Analysis of its design with reference to the history of Masonic geometric
philosophy also reveals its importance as an outstanding application of Masonic geometric and
historical symbolism. Its proportions and design, including its form and massing evoke the key elements
of the ancient Solomon’s Temple, with its entry portico and atrium, twin entry columns, and a higher
internal hall. The Temple of Solomon is a central part of Masonic ritual. Reference to ancient or
legendary examples seem to have been an especially strong influence in the years after World War
One, with the popularity of archaeology and eastern mysticism.
A distinctive element of the Camberwell Temple is the prominent use of the Star of David above the
doorway, between the more common exterior motifs of the compass and square. The dimensions of
the lodge room and hall may have been drawn to evoke the golden ratio in its area (1620 square feet
vs. 1.61803398875). Another distinctive element is the use of a circular bay to represent the circle
within the square.

5

Thornton 1978, p. 103-4.
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4. Comparative Analysis
There are several masonic temples distributed around Melbourne and regional Victoria. Collectively
they constitute an important and identifiable building type that warrants collective consideration and
recognition as a class. A Masonic temple was constructed not just for use by Masons but as venue to
be used by the community for meetings, concerts, plays and social occasions. The building typically
comprised two parts, a public area that could be rented as the opportunity arose and a series of rooms
dedicated as the venue for Lodge meetings. This often generated a building on two floors with the hall
(often known as the supper room) on the ground floor and the Lodge meeting room with its
accompanying storage locker and changing area for paraphernalia on the first floor.
The Interwar period was a high point in the expansion of Freemasonry in Victoria and a high point in its
social influence in the history of Victoria. Given the large number of masonic halls constructed in this
period, it is appropriate to protect a range of the most outstanding and intact examples of the various
styles employed in their construction. A significant phase in the development of masonic halls in
Victoria was their spread concurrent with the development of suburban transport infrastructure in
Melbourne, with masonic temples built close to public transport nodes. The Camberwell Masonic
Temple fits this mould as an outstanding representative of the expansion of freemasonry at this time.
The headquarters of the Victorian Freemasons in Collins Street was demolished c.1960, leaving the
remaining local lodges dispersed around the state as the most visible reminder of the history of
Freemasonry in Victoria. The rapid fall in the number of lodges under asset rationalisation and
declining membership underscores the degree to which this once ubiquitous suburban and community
institution is now under threat.
4.1 Typology of Masonic Lodges
To understand the extent of Masonic Lodges in Victoria as a class, a study in to the architectural
nature, common external and internal characteristics, materials and other statutory controls has been
undertaken using thirty Masonic Temples, including the subject site. (See Appendix B) The buildings
vary in locations, from metropolitan Melbourne to rural, and have historical, architectural and or social
significance to their local area or the state of Victoria. The findings are as follows;
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Almost all of the buildings constructed by the Masons are in very prominent locations, i.e. within
city centers or on main road routes.
The proximity of public transport is particularly important for interwar temples.
Lodges/ temples are usually substantial in size and generally consist of a two-storey
rectangular structure.
Rural lodges tended to be smaller, reflecting the size of the membership and its funds.
The external materials vary depending on location. In most cases the chosen finish was render
or brick (of various colours), a number adopted a mixture of materials, while one was entirely
constructed from blue stone.
External characteristics for all but four buildings involved a symmetrical main façade. While
most metropolitan and rural temples opted for a classical façade with various degrees of
simplification; rural being generally more simple in design than the metropolitan buildings, two
(both metropolitan and rural) had modernist characteristics, two metropolitan temples mixed
Classical with Arts and Craft design and one rural building displayed a simplified Romanesque
design.
Internally, a typical Masonic design involved an ante-chamber and a temple with a separate
public hall.
Prominent Masonic symbols were noted externally in all but four examples, and five
descriptions listed the internal use of symbols. Desktop research suggested that Masonic

12
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

symbols are commonly found in interior decoration, with varying degrees of detail and some
exceptions for smaller, vernacular buildings.
Out of the thirty buildings investigated, sixteen have been identified as being still in Masonic
use and at least five are/were used for other community purposes.
As well as being on either local or state heritage registers four buildings have statutory control
over their interiors and six have paint controls over the exterior.
Suburban temples of the interwar period typically comprised of a public hall on the ground floor,
and a lodge room for members and ceremonial uses accessed by a stairway from the antechamber. This design reflects the ‘tracing card’ of the Craftsman in Masonic ritual (Figure 16).
The use of classical motifs meanwhile reflects the use of the classical orders (Ionic, Doric,
Corinthian) in Masonic imagery and ritual.

Other Masonic Halls included in the VHR
Only a small number of masonic halls are included in the Victorian Heritage Register. Most of these
were constructed in the nineteenth century and illustrate an earlier period in the historical development
of freemasonry in Victoria. These are the Masonic Hall, Camperdown, 1867-68 (VHR H1414), the
Masonic Hall, Bendigo, 1873-74 (VHR H0119), the Former Freemasons Hall, South Melbourne, 1876
(VHR H0538) and Zetland Lodge, Kyneton, 1866 & redecorated in 1904 (VHR H1988). The Former
Chinese Masonic Temple in Bendigo (VHR H1791) is also from the nineteenth century.
Freemasonry saw enormous growth from the 1920s and just two masonic halls, Emulation Hall,
Canterbury 1927-28 (VHR H2298) and Sandringham Masonic Temple (VHR H2355) from this period
are included in the Victorian Heritage Register. These have been included on the VHR due to their
expression of the burgeoning popularity of Freemasonry in the interwar period (Criterion A), their rarity
(Criterion B) and aesthetic characteristics (Criterion E) as outstanding examples of Egyptian Revival
design in Victoria. Zetland Lodge has also been noted for its Egyptian Revival interior.
Masonic halls in Victoria more commonly employ the classical form. Three of the nineteenth century
Masonic halls are designed in a Renaissance Revival style. These are the Masonic Hall, Camperdown
(VHR H1414); Masonic Hall, Bendigo (VHR H0119; and the Former Freemasons Hall, South Melbourne
(VHR H0538)

Figure 14 Masonic Hall, 248 Manifold Street, Camperdown (VHR H1414) designed by lodge member John Young and
constructed 1867-68. Source: VHD
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Figure 15 Masonic Hall, 50-56 View Street, Bendigo (VHR H0119) ) designed by Vahland and Getzschmann, constructed
1873-74. Source: VHD

Figure 16 Former Freemasons Hall, 254 - 256 Ferrars Street, South Melbourne (VHR H0538) designed by Adamson and
McKean and constructed in 1876. Source: VHD

Figure 17 Zetland Lodge, 3 Piper Street, Kyneton, built in 1866 & redecorated in 1904 (VHR H1988). Source: VHD

14
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Figure 18 Zetland Lodge Egyptian Revival Interior. Source: VHD

Figure 19Former Chinese Masonic Temple, 3 Finn Street, North Bendigo (VHR H179), uses traditional Chinese temple form.
Source: VHD.

Figure 20 Egyptian Revival styled Sandringham Masonic Temple (1931), 23 Abbott Street, Sandringham (VHR H2355).
Source: VHD.
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Figure 21 Plan of S andringham Masonic Temple. Source: VHD

Figure 22 Egyptian revival balustrades and more five pointed star ceiling designs at Sandringham Masonic Temple. Source:
VHD.

Figure 23 Egyptian Revival styled Emulation Hall (1927-8), 3 Rochester Road, Canterbury (VHR H2298). Souce:VHD
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Figure 24 Plan of Emulation Hall, Canterbury, comprising hall behind façade ante-chamber. Source: VHD.

Figure 25 The Emulation Hall Lodge room is decorated In the Egyptian Revival style, with yellow panelling evocative of the
desert sands, and Egyptian motifs. But the blue carpet and chequered square floor and seating pattern are maintained.
Source: VHD

Figure 26 Emulation Hall public room Source: VHD
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Figure 27 Emulation Hall, detailing of Lodge room featuring Egyptian Revival floral and eye motifs Source: VHD

Discussion of Comparison with VHR Masonic Temples
Masonic halls on the VHR are generally from the nineteenth century. Two other interwar masonic halls
are on the VHR. Both are representative of the Egyptian Revival style. There are no interwar
representatives of the Free Classical style on the VHR, which though more popular as the style
employed for Masonic temples, is now relatively endangered due to the rationalisation of masonic
temples across the state and their widespread conversion to other uses that involve the wholesale
demolition of interiors. Significant interwar masonic interiors protected on the VHR are also in the
Egyptian Revival rather than Classical style.
As a substantially intact and imposing example of the interwar classical style, the Camberwell Masonic
Temple is better able than most other examples in the typology to illustrate the interwar expansion of
the Freemasons along suburban transport routes, as well as illustrate particularly well the architectural
principles of classical Masonic temple building. The Camberwell Masonic Temple is unusual compared
to other masonic temples in Victoria in the prominence given to the Six Pointed Star, or Star of David,
on its façade as well as in interior decorations (Figure 7, Figure 8).
The Camberwell Masonic Temple compares favourably with other masonic temples on the VHR. The
interwar free Classical style, though a more popular style for Masonic temples historically, is
unrepresented on the VHR. Outstanding examples of the style would be an appropriate addition to the
VHR in illustrating the significance of this burgeoning period in Victorian Freemasonry. Its interiors,
while less sumptuous in terms of decorative detail than Emulation Hall (Figure 25, Figure 26),
nonetheless represent a high quality of application of the simpler classical style to this purpose.
Classical revivalism was a more popular and just as important as element of Masonic architecture as
Egyptian Revivalism. Historically, it is also one of the earlier interwar masonic temples to be designed
(1921) and built (1923).
What is particularly striking about the Camberwell Masonic Temple are its coherent form and
proportions and the incorporation of Masonic geometric philosophy into its design. This is particularly
evident in the way the apsidal bay incorporates the circular form into the square. The three-dimensional
treatment of the temple form is also remarkable, distinguishing the building from others in its class that
adopt the form of a façade with hall behind.
The level of decoration is on a par with the better examples of Interwar classical interior decoration
such as Ivalda (Figure 31, see typology below), and clearly superior to most standard and vernacular
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Masonic temples where decoration and scale is more limited. The decoration compares favourably with
the documented decoration of Sandringham Masonic Temple (Figure 22), with comparable timber work
and use of star motifs, though Camberwell uses the six point rather than five-point star.
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Masonic Temples on local planning schemes
The threshold for significance for Criterion A is that the place/object allows the clear association with
the event, phase etc. of historical important to be understood better than most other places or objects in
Victoria with substantially the same association. For significance in Criterion D, a place or object
should demonstrate characteristics of a class, in this case Masonic temples. To these ends, the
Masonic Temple at Camberwell may also be compared to a range of other masonic temples on local
planning schemes, particularly those directly comparable as representative of the interwar expansion of
Freemasonry in Victoria. These have been analysed alongside the comparable masonic temples on
the VHD to provide a typology by which the Camberwell Masonic Temple may be assessed. (Appendix
B)
Victorian Era Temples

Figure 28 Williamstown Masonic Temple (1890) 21-25 Electra Street, Williamstown, has an ornate Classical façade Modern
additions have been added to the building in 2011 in the form of a glass atrium and extension, while nineteenth century
internal detailing have been restored. Source: VHD

Figure 29 Warrnambool Masonic Temple (1871) Kepler Street, Warrnambool, adopts the classical Greek Revival style.
Source: VHD
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Interwar Masonic Temples
There are a number of masonic temples in local planning schemes, which have been the main level of
protection for masonic temples of this era.

Figure 30 Preston Masonic Temple (1919 with 1956 addition), 382-4 Bell Street, Preston, is a far more modest and less
architecturally impressive example typical of small suburban community halls constructed in phases. Source: VHD

Figure 31 Ivalda Masonic Temple (1923), 40-42 Salisbury Avenue, Ivanhoe. The Ivalda Masonic Temple stands out as a
particularly striking suburban temple using classical forms, including dome. Designed by Dunstan Reynolds, who also
designed Emulation Hall (VHR). The design incorporates a second story offset from the street and a dome, echoing the style
of a Pantheon. Source: VHD

Figure 32 Collingwood Masonic Temple (1928-29), 141 Gipps Street, Collingwood. The Collingwood Masonic Temple
combines the Bungalow style with some classically inspired elements and Arts and Crafts, more in line with the form of a
domestic styled public building than the traditional temple form. Source: VHD
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Figure 33 Former Masonic Temple at 265 Brunswick Rd, Brunswick. Source: VHD. A less monumental and less intact
example of an interwar former Masonic Temple in the free Classical style, but with less use of classical order and
proportions, in red brick with Tuscan order columns and classical inspired entablature similar in concept but much less
detailed or monumental than the Camberwell temple.

Figure 34 Masonic Temple (1923) at 2-6 Davies Street, Brunswick. Source: Lodge Devotion. The Davies Street Masonic
Temple is a simple, classical building designed by locally active architect Charles Heath, and demonstrates the co-operative
efforts of three local Masonic lodges in its creation (VHD). Like Newport (below), its architectural focus in the façade, with a
less imposing rear section and interior design, combining circular form in the two front windows with the rectangular and
triangular forms of the Greek temple, combining the circular form into two front windows, the triangular pediment and the
Ionic column

Figure 35 Former Masonic Temple at 405 Melbourne Rd (1925), Newport. Source: Trethowan. Distinctive façade with a
strong portico and flanking pillars with globes motif, but a less detailed or intact rear hall section.
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Figure 36 Former Morton Ray Masonic Temple at 945 Dandenong Road, Malvern East (1922). Source: VHD. An imposing
pillared portico with globes atop pillars, less restrained in its application of the free Classical style, but with a typical brick hall
attached. Photographs online indicate the interior, including lead light windows with pillar and globe motifs, has been
significantly damaged through neglect and vandalism.

Figure 37 Coppin Masonic Lodge (1920s) 191 Westin Street, East Brunswick. Source: Trethowan. The former Coppin
Masonic reused parts of the 1870s United Free Methodist Church refurbished in the 1920s in a Free Classical style with
unusually non-symmetrical façade comprising temple entry door with flanking pillars with globes on the left hand, first floor
windows and tapestry brickwork panels. The building is associated with prolific architect Charles R Heath.

Figure 38 Stawell Masonic Temple (1926) 10 Skene Street, Stawell. Single storied country hall in the free Classical style
with pillared portico, monumental entry door and triangular pediment in the Greek temple style. Source: VHD.
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Figure 39 Masonic Lodge No. 226 (1926), 93 Hampshire Road, Sunshine The design is typical of the various classical
revival modes used in Masonic halls in the inter-war period. Source: VHD

Figure 40 Former Masonic Temple (1938), Parker Street, Dunkeld in Stripped Classical style. Source: VHD

Figure 41 Former Masonic Temple (1915), 112 Lonsdale Street Hamilton also sporting the pillared portico, with hall attached
to lodge room. Source: VHD
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Figure 42 Mordialloc Masonic Temple (1925), 81 Albert Street, Mordialloc, comprising anteroom, hall and lodge room above,
pillared portico and Greek temple styled pediment. Source: Trethowan

Figure 43 Mansfield Masonic Temple (1892 with Modern façade), Highett Street, Mansfield, combines the portico into a
modern facade. Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 44 Masonic Hall (1925), 4 Inkerman Street, St Arnaud combines pillared portico and temple pediment into more
domestic building form. Source: VHD
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Figure 45 Former Masonic Temple (1915), 17-19 St Georges Road, Elsternwick combines a variety of geometric forms into
its design, with circular window in centre with stained glass lion, pillar and arch entry. Source: Trethowan

Figure 46 Heidelberg Masonic Temple (1892-1930), 472 Lower Heidelberg Road, Heidelberg. Source: VHD

Figure 47 Sorrento Masonic Temple (1926), 3385 Point Nepean Road, Sorrento, featuring Ionic pillared portico and Greek
Revival façade on a typical brick hall. Source: Trethowan
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Interiors of non-VHR Masonic temples
United Collingwood Masonic Temple, Gipps Street

Figure 48 The public hall at the Collingwood Masonic Temple with prominent white ceiling beams. Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 49 The second, smaller lodge room at the Collingwood Masonic Temple uses principally movable decorative layout.
Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 50 Main Lodge room at the Collingwood Masonic Temple with blue floor, wall columns and rectangular ceiling recess
with skylight over central chequered floor square.
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Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Figure 51 Entry hall to Collingwood Masonic Temple including lead lighting and doors with Masonic motifs. Source: Lodge
Devotion

Figure 52Door knocker at Collingwood Masonic Temple. Source: Lodge Devotion

Ivalda Masonic Temple, Ivanhoe

Figure 53 The Ivalda Lodge room with a particularly large chequered floor beneath its dome, typical timber panelling, white
ceiling beams, blue floors, timber balustrades, but with black leather seating. Source: Ivanhoe Grammarians Lodge
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Brunswick Masonic Temple

Figure 54 Brunswick Lodge hall, Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 55 Brunswick Lodge temple, Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 56 Timber detailing in Brunswick Temple with compass & square on globes, and Masonic motto. Source: Lodge
Devotion.
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Mansfield Masonic Temple

Figure 57 Another typical vernacular small lodge room, Mansfield. Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 58 Mansfield Masonic Temple public hall. Source: Lodge Devotion

Williamstown Masonic Temple

Figure 59 Williamstown lodge room. Source: Lodge Devotion
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Figure 60 Detail of Williamstown Masonic Temple interior decorations including square and compass, globes on pillars, holy
book. Source: Lodge Devotion

Figure 61 Doorknocker, Williamstown lodge. Source: Lodge Devotion

Sorrento Masonic Temple

Figure 62 Lodge room at Sorrento Masonic Temple, featuring light blue colour, Egyptian Revival detailing and five pointed
stars on ceiling. Source: Trethowan.
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Morton Ray Masonic Temple (Interiors now partially destroyed)

Figure 63 Former lodge room at Morton Ray Masonic Temple featuring timber panelling and blue ceiling. Source:
Threthowan

Figure 64 Former decorative elements of stained glass windows at Morton Ray featuring Masonic symbols including pillars
and globes. Source: Trethowan
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Comment on building typology
This analysis examined thirty examples of purpose built Masonic temples across Victoria. Seven were
on the VHR. Of these, four were nineteenth century, one Federation and two interwar. Both interwar
were in the Egyptian Revival style. A further nineteen Masonic temples were examined from local
planning schemes with an emphasis on interwar examples. Of these, thirteen were suburban and six
rural/regional. The Camberwell Masonic Temple was included in this typology. The interwar temples
were predominantly Free Classical or Greek Revival in design, while two were predominantly Arts and
Craft. The Camberwell and Ivalda (Figure 31) temples stand out as particularly bold examples of
interwar classical design in terms of a whole-of-building design and form, complete with interior
detailing. The Collingwood temple, while more mixed in its exterior Arts & Crafts design (Figure 32),
contains some elegant art deco Masonic themed internal decorations (Figure 50, Figure 51). By this
comparison, the Camberwell Masonic Temple is superior than most of the temples identified in terms of
its monumentality and construction, thereby allowing a particularly good understanding of the ambition,
prosperity and influence of Freemasonry in the interwar period.
Limited by space, location and funds, many suburban and rural Masonic halls primarily comprised a
simple and largely unadorned red brick, hip-roofed volume presenting a grand façade or entry to the
street. The Camberwell Masonic Temple is distinctive in that its presents as a whole building of
substantial quality on all sides. It is prominent and architecturally distinguished as a whole. In this it is
distinguishable from halls such as Newport (Figure 35), Morton Ray (Figure 36), and Davies Street
(Figure 34) in which the quality of the façade is distinguished from the rest of the building. As examples
of free Classical style applied to a whole of building, the Camberwell Masonic Temple stands out from
most other suburban interwar Masonic temples. At the same time, it clearly exhibits many of the
characteristics that distinguish Masonic temples as a class of place. It is also a more outstanding
expression of the common Classical style of Masonic temple than most other Masonic temples of its
era.
Interiors
Interiors range from the relatively simple to ornate. Not all temples examined in the typology were
assessed in terms of their interiors, however a sample where information was available were analysed
ranging across periods and styles. Recurring motifs however are the use of masonic symbols such as
the compass and square, the requisite checkerboard pattern in the middle of the temple floor, the use
of the colour blue for floors, chairs and main entry doors, and in the temple room a raised seating
platform around three sides of the room, with the masters’ chair most commonly positioned in the east,
evoking the Temple of Solomon. This reference is made explicit in the Gipps Street temple, with the
leadlight windows depicting a rising sun above the Master’s chair.
Protecting the significant elements of Masonic temple interiors is particularly important in understanding
the cultural significance of the place. Geometry and the use of architecture to express the truths of a
divine creator understood as the ‘Great Architect’ was central to the tenets, ritual and symbolic power of
Freemasonry. This included the use of circles and rectangles, golden ratios, and other mathematically
‘perfect’ expressions of a natural order that could be understood through geometry and space. The use
of recurring colours, in particular, white (God) and blue (Heaven) were also important. The Compass
and Square represent God as the Architect; the trowel (the Craft), Star of David (King Solomon). 6 The
importance of King Solomon’s temple as an inspiration for the Masonic rite and composition of space is
well expressed in the Camberwell Masonic Temple.

6

James in Lazar 2009, pp.147-158.
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In the Camberwell Masonic Temple, the geometric element of Freemasonry’s ‘Craft’ appears to be
expressed in the dimensions of the hall itself, 36 x 45 feet, making 1,620 square feet. The Golden Ratio
is approximately 1.62. (1.61803398875), though the hall itself is not a golden rectangle. The rectangular
hall is penetrated on its southwest corner by a circular bay, in an apparent reference to the circle within
the square, or movement of the compass upon the plane. Reference to circular form is sometimes
made in Masonic buildings through the inclusion of round windows such as at Davies Street and
Elsternwick. The roof of the Camberwell temple reflects the rectangular space of the floor, a feature
also apparent in Collingwood (Figure 50) . At Ivalda in Ivanhoe by contrast, a more distinctive use of the
circular form is incorporated through the Pantheon-style dome over the lodge room (Figure 53).
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4.2 Comparisons with Interwar Free Classical architecture
There are a range of Interwar Free Classical buildings (1919-1940) on the VHR. These include the
Regent Theatre in Collins Street, Melbourne (VHR H0690); Caulfield Railway Station Complex,
Caulfield (VHR H1665); the Soldiers’ and Citizens’ Memorial Hall, Jeparit (VHR H1905); Horsham
Theatre, Horsham (VHR H2225); Kyneton Secondary College, Kyneton (VHR H1999); Regent Picture
Theatre, Ballarat (VHR H2221). Other buildings of the early twentieth century adopting Classically
inspired designs with a monumental use of columns in their facades include the former Harbour Trust
Building (VHR H0965), the former Mail Exchange (VHR H0881) and the Nicholas Building (VHR
H2119) all in Melbourne’s CBD. A notable religious building in the interwar Free Classical style is the
Church of Christ Scientist (VHR H1766) in St Kilda Road. The style was also used in early
Commonwealth government buildings such as the former High Court (VHR H1476) in Little Bourke
Street, Melbourne.
As demonstrated in these examples, the Free Classical style is well represented on the VHR, with the
large and ornate inner city buildings such as the Regent Theatre, the former Harbour Trust Building and
former Mail Exchange eclipsing the fine but comparably modest suburban examples of the style. On
this basis, the Camberwell Masonic Temple, though nonetheless a fine example of the Free Classical
style, is unlikely to be aesthetically significant on a State level.

Figure 65 Soldiers’ and Citizens’ Memorial Hall (1925), 10-12 Roy Street, Jeparit. (VHR H1905) Source: VHD. Camber well
Masonic temple compares in scale and use to this example, however the Camberwe3ll example is architecturally superior.

Figure 66 Former Mail Exchange (1917) 672-696 Bourke Street, Melbourne (VHR H0881) was designed by John Smith
Murdoch in a beaux-arts classical style, with a red brick facade featuring rustication at the corners and a trabeated facade at
first to third floor levels. The dominant feature of the facade is the paired giant order fluted columns, with ionic capitals, rising
through three storeys. Source: VHD
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Figure 67 Nicholas Building (1925-26) at 31-41 Swanston Street, Melbourne (VHR H2119) is an example of classicallyinspired commercial palazzo of the interwar period designed by Harry Norris featuring stylizes Ionic capitals.

Figure 68 The Regent Theatre (1929) at 191-197 Collins Street, Melbourne (VHR H0690) designed by Cedric Ballantyne is
a particularly fine example of the Free Classical style.

Figure 69 Church of Christ Scientist (VHR H1766) 336 St Kilda Road, Melbourne, was completed in 1922, designed by
Harold Dumsday in a Neo-Greek style with Ionic portico, Diocletian windows and copper dome.
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Figure 70 Former High Court of Australia, 442-460 Little Bourke Street, Melbourne (VHR H1476) uses a stripped Classical
style common in early Commonwealth buildings. Source: Trethowan
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4.3 Works of Gawler & Drummond on the VHR
Among John Gawler’s most notable works is the Percy Grainger Museum (VHR H0875). The Grainger
Museum is an eclectic style building, with elements of neoclassicism in brick. In the years when the
temple was built, Gawler & Drummond seem to have engaged principally in domestic design projects.
The interdenominational chapel for the deaf at Jolimont Square (VHR H2009) was designed for the
Adult Deaf Society and completed in 1930 in an unusual Romanesque style. Gawler and Drummond
designed a comprehensive plan for the development of the square for the Adult Deaf Society, but only
the chapel was constructed. While the firm’s larger projects combine elements of domestic with
monumental architecture, they are not otherwise directly comparable to the Camberwell Masonic
Temple.

Figure 71 Jolimont Square chapel (1930). 95-133 Wellington Pde. South, Melbourne. Source: VHD

Figure 72 Percy Grainger Museum (1935), The University of Melbourne. Source: VHD
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5. Assessment of Cultural Heritage Significance
CRITERION A: IMPORTANCE TO THE COURSE OR PATTERN OF VICTORIA’S CULTURAL
HISTORY
The former Camberwell Masonic Temple was designed as a Masonic temple in 1921 and built by
Freemasons in 1923. It served that purpose until 2014. The significance and contribution of
Freemasonry to Victoria has been widely recognised and documented, and the period after World War
One was a period of important growth for the movement. The association with Freemasonry is
particularly evident in the fabric of the building, including its external design, dimensions, external and
internal decoration.
The former Camberwell Masonic Temple is of historical significance due to its associations with
freemasonry which played an important cultural role in Victoria. The large and substantial building
illustrates the popularity of freemasonry particularly after World War I. Criterion A is likely to be
satisfied.
To meet the State Level threshold of significance:
The place/object allows the clear association with the event, phase etc. of historical importance to be
UNDERSTOOD BETTER THAN MOST OTHER PLACES OR OBJECTS IN VICTORIA WITH
SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME ASSOCIATION.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is a better example than most other interwar Masonic temples
identified in the typology in terms of illustrating Masonic architectural principles, and the importance of
Freemasonry in Victoria during its high point of membership growth and temple-building in the interwar
period. The Camberwell Masonic Temple stands out as a particularly large and monumental example of
interwar Freemason design compared with other locally significant former Masonic temples of the
interwar era, and is a particularly good example of free Classical style applied to this purpose. Its
Classical form is an outstanding expression of the culture of Freemasonry with its use of the Ionic
Order, symmetry, and classical proportions in design of the interior. Most other masonic temples (such
as Davies St Brunswick, Morton Ray, Melbourne Rd Newport), where they erected ornate facades were
less able to construct interiors of an equivalent grandeur, and tended instead to comprise of a brick hall
attached to a facade. Other Masonic temples on the VHR come from an earlier phase in Freemasonry’s
development, or adopt the Egyptian Revival rather than the more prevalent Free Classical style.
Together with Emulation Hall and Sandringham Masonic Hall, Camberwell Masonic Temple clearly
demonstrates the development of freemasonry in Victoria and would add a fine example of the more
popular interwar Classical style of Masonic building to the Register, a style not represented on the VHR
from the perspective of Freemasons’ Halls. In addition, the building is well preserved and retains all of
its significant internal fittings.
Historical significance [Criterion A] is relevant at the state level.
CRITERION B: POSSESSION OF UNCOMMON, RARE OR ENDANGERED ASPECTS OF
VICTORIA’S CULTURAL HISTORY
Not Applicable.
CRITERION C: POTENTIAL TO YIELD INFORMATION THAT WILL CONTRIBUTE TO AN
UNDERSTANDING OF VICTORIA’S CULTURAL HISTORY
Not Applicable.
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CRITERION D: IMPORTANCE IN DEMONSTRATING THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A
CLASS OF CULTURAL PLACES/OBJECTS
The former Camberwell Masonic Temple demonstrates the principal characteristics of a Masonic
temple as described in the building typology, exhibiting two-storey form combining a portico, anterooms,
public hall and separate lodge room all decorated with Masonic motifs.
Criterion D is likely to be satisfied.
To meet the State Level of Significance:
The place/object is a NOTABLE EXAMPLE of the class in Victoria (refer to Reference Tool D).
Notable in this case, encompasses any of: a fine example; highly intact example; influential example; a
pivotal example.
As established in the building typology, the Camberwell Masonic Temple is a fine example of the class.
It displays a large number of characteristics typical of the class. It does so in a more architecturally
resolved fashion than most other examples of Masonic temples in Victoria, demonstrating Masonic
culture and its influence in the interwar phase of Victoria’s history, particularly through its location,
monumentality, decoration, dimensions and form.
Criterion D is relevant at the State Level.
CRITERION E: IMPORTANCE IN EXHIBITING PARTICULAR AESTHETIC CHARACTERISTICS
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is architecturally significant as a work of Gawler & Drummond. John
Gawler was architect to the University of Melbourne. He was instrumental in the formation of the School
of Architecture and was its first Dean, a position he held for twenty years. John Gawler’s partner Walter
Drummond was a Freemason, formed the practice with Gawler in 1914, but died in 1930.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple demonstrates aesthetic characteristics of the interwar Free Classical
style, in a monumental form.
Criterion E is likely to be satisfied.
To meet the state level of significance:
The aesthetic characteristics are APPRECIATED OR VALUED by the wider community or an
appropriately-related discipline as evidenced, for example, by:
•
CRITICAL RECOGNITION of the aesthetic characteristics of the place/object within a relevant
art, design, architectural or related discipline as an outstanding example within Victoria; or
•
wide public ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT in Victoria in medium such as
songs, poetry, literature, painting, sculpture, publications, print media etc.
While the former Camberwell Masonic Temple has aesthetic qualities of the interwar Free Classical
style and is a fine example of the style, it has not received widespread public or disciplinary recognition.
The scale and higher profile of in the same style and located within Central Melbourne eclipse this
nevertheless fine suburban example of the interwar Free Classical style.
Criterion E is unlikely to be relevant at the State Level.
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CRITERION F: IMPORTANCE IN DEMONSTRATING A HIGH DEGREE OF CREATIVE OR
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT AT A PARTICULAR PERIOD
Not Applicable.
CRITERION G: STRONG OR SPECIAL ASSOCIATION WITH A PARTICULAR COMMUNITY OR
CULTURAL GROUP FOR SOCIAL, CULTURAL OR SPIRITUAL REASONS. THIS INCLUDES THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF A PLACE TO INDIGENOUS PEOPLE AS PART OF THEIR CONTINUING AND
DEVELOPING CULTURAL TRADITIONS
Not Applicable. The past association with Freemasonry is significant under Criterion A.
CRITERION H: SPECIAL ASSOCIATION WITH THE LIFE OR WORKS OF A PERSON, OR GROUP
OF PERSONS, OF IMPORTANCE IN VICTORIA’S HISTORY
Not Applicable.
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6. Concluding Comments
The former Camberwell Masonic Temple at 12 Prospect Hill Road is historically and culturally
significant on a State Level as a fine example of a Masonic temple demonstrating, better than most in
its class, the culture and history of Freemasonry in Victoria.
As part of this report for the City of Boroondara, the elements of primary, secondary, and no
significance for the former Camberwell Masonic Temple have been identified as follows:
Elements of Primary Significance
The form of the temple, comprising anterooms, hall and lodge room is significant
The northern façade with its portico and Masonic symbols is of primary significance
The western façade with its pier sections and circular projection
Eastern façade
Intact original elements of the southern façade behind the non-significant gabled addition
The curved form of the lodge room alcove and hall stage
Internal Masonic decoration
The high-quality timber interior elements comprising panelling, staircases and balustrades, doors,
ceilings, cornices, timber floors, honour boards, built-in furniture, fixtures etc throughout the building
Use of blue and white colours in the lodge room
Cross beams in ceiling of lodge room used to hang symbols in Masonic rites
Form of ceiling in lodge room including rectangular recess above central floor
Grand Master’s chair on eastern end of lodge room
Elements of Secondary Significance
Bathroom interiors
Interiors of Public Hall (Supper Room)
No Significance
The rear 1935 extension is not significant
Recent additions and alterations are not significant
Modern tiles and floor finishes
Modern light fittings
Cream paint scheme
Fans and air-conditioning units in lodge room
Elevator
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Appendix A - STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE
What is significant?
Camberwell Masonic Temple comprising:
The original two storey rendered facades and the roof of the original building (completed in 1924),
The primary internal spatial arrangement comprising ground floor foyer and stair hall leading to the
Public Hall or Supper Room and the upper first floor hall leading to the Lodge Room.
The Lodge Room as an internal space complete with ceiling and wall finishes and built in joinery,
Built in joinery and fittings throughout including original doors, staircase, wall panelling and public hall
servery.
Internal masonic decoration
History Summary
The Camberwell Masonic Temple was designed in 1921 and completed in 1923 to provide a purposebuilt facility for the Camberwell Masonic Lodge, established in 1890. Throughout its history, it housed a
number of lodges including the Camberwell Masonic Lodge, and the Lodge of Australia Felix (No.1)
established in 1839, Victoria’s first Masonic Lodge. Architects Gawler and Drummond designed the
building along Masonic geometric and architectural principles. Walter Drummond was himself a
Freemason, master of the Acanthus Masonic Lodge. The foundation stone was laid by W. Hattam,
Chairman of Trustees. The Camberwell Masonic Temple was built at a high point of popularity and
influence of Freemasonry in Victoria in the decade following the First World War, when a great many
new temples were established in suburban Melbourne. The building was not only used for lodge
meetings but also as a dance hall and various community uses. Minor alterations and addition were
made to the building over its history. The Freemasons departed the building in 2014 as part of the
Victorian lodge’s process of rationalisation in the face of declining membership.
Description Summary
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is a two-storey building comprising front anteroom section and main
hall section with cement and textured stucco rendering. The Camberwell Temple is a very fine example
of a suburban Freemason Lodge building and demonstrates at a high level the culture of Freemasonry.
It is distinguished from most other suburban Masonic temples by its three-dimensional architectural
quality. The fine ionic columns stand in antis to the main entrance doorway, evoking the legendary
entrance portico of the Temple of Solomon. Above the doorway Roman numerals identify the building’s
completion date and the spandrel panel above includes motifs derived from Masonry. The division of
the main building into two identifiable parts, the portico and main (intentionally rectangular) wing takes
its inspiration from ancient classicism. Internally the building with its two-storey arrangement of public
(hall) space on the ground floor and Lodge space on the first floor demonstrates a good example of the
building type. The fixed stage in the hall provides a ready-made area for a small orchestra or as a
rostrum. This space is neatly expressed on the building’s exterior with the curved bays on the southwestern corner. The Lodge room above takes on a centralised character focussing on the requisite
rectangular chequerboard paving of the central section of the floor. This central section is reflected in
the ceiling design of the space. The Lodge room is the spiritual and architectural centrepiece of the
temple building and, as is often the case, is timber panelled and fitted with purpose designed,
substantial and solid timber pieces again in a requisite arrangement. The circular recess of the ground
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floor continued into the Lodge Room. As with the hall space on the ground floor, this feature is
expressed on the building’s exterior, evoking the circular form within the square, among the geometric
principles of Masonic philosophy. The interior of the building includes purpose designed fittings
incorporating motifs derived from Freemasonry including door panels and ironmongery.
The building is well built and well designed with a high degree of particular detailing on the exterior and
interior. Internally the timber joinery and fittings are particularly notable. They are crafted from solid
Australian timber and feature fiddleback blackwood and other distinctive timber graining to the panelling
and motifs derived from Freemasonry.
How is it significant?
Camberwell Masonic Temple is of historical and cultural significance to the State of Victoria. It satisfies
the following criterion for inclusion in the Victorian Heritage Register:
Criterion A
Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple stands out as a particularly large and monumental example of
interwar Freemason design compared with other locally significant former Masonic temples of the
interwar era, and is a particularly good example of free Classical style applied to this purpose. Its
Classical form is an outstanding expression of the culture of Freemasonry with its use of the Ionic
Order, symmetry, and classical proportions in design of the interior.
Criterion D
Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places/objects.
The Camberwell Masonic Temple is a fine example of Masonic temple design. It displays a large
number of characteristics typical of its type. It does so in a more architecturally resolved fashion than
most other examples of Masonic temples in Victoria, demonstrating Masonic culture and its influence in
the interwar phase of Victoria’s history, particularly through its location, monumentality, decoration,
dimensions and form.
Why is it significant?
Camberwell Masonic Temple is historically significant at the State level for the following reasons:
Camberwell Masonic Temple is of historical significance due to its associations with freemasonry which
played an important cultural role in Victoria. The large and substantial building illustrates the popularity
of freemasonry particularly after World War I. [Criterion A]
Camberwell Masonic Temple is significant as a fine example of an interwar Masonic temple. It
demonstrates Masonic culture and its influence in the interwar phase of Victoria’s history, particularly
well through its location, monumentality, decoration, dimensions and form. [Criterion D]
Camberwell Masonic Temple has aesthetic significance at a Local level for the following reasons:
Camberwell Masonic Temple exhibits characteristics of the interwar Free Classical style [Criterion E].
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Appendix B – TYPOLOGY TABLE
Temple

Style

Interiors

Continued
Masonic

Portico

Floors

Symmetrical
facade

Main
external
Masonic
symbols

Other
Notes

VHD
Camperdown*
# 1867-8

Renaissance
Revival

NA

Y

N

1

Y

C/S

Bendigo * #

Renaissance
Revival

Theatre
conversion

N

Y

2

Y

None

Traditional
Chinese

Traditional
Chinese

N

N

1

Y

Chinese
characters

Renaissance
Revival

NA

N

N

2

Y

Heraldry

Romanesque

Egyptian
Revival;
Anteroom,
hall & lodge

N

1

N

C/S

Egyptian
Revival

Egyptian
Revival;
Anteroom,
hall & lodge

Y

Y

2

Y

C/S

Egyptian
Revival

Egyptian
Revival;
Anteroom,
hall & lodge

N

Y

2

Y

Scarab;
C/S

Classical

19th C.
Classical

Y

N

1

Y

C/S;
pyramid;
trowel;
globe;
square

2011 glass
atrium

1873-4
Chinese* #
c.1860s
S. Melbourne*
1876
Kyneton* #
1866-1904

Sandringham*
1931

Canturbury*
1927-8

Corinthian
Order

VICTORIAN
Williamstown
1890

Lodge room

Mansfield #

Mixed

Vernacular

Y

Y

1

Y

C/S

Postwar
façade on
Victorian
hall

Y

Y

1

Y

C/S

Greek Doric
Temple

Lodge room

Warrnambool

Classical

NA

Arch. CJ
Polain

1871

5-point star

INTERWAR
Camberwell
1921-23

Free
Classical

Interwar Free
Classical;
Anteroom,
hall & lodge
room

N

Y

2

Y

Star

Ionic Order

C/S

Gawler &
Drummond

pillars
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Interiors

Continued
Masonic

Portico

Floors

Symmetrical
facade

Main
external
Masonic
symbols

Other
Notes

Preston 191956

Mixed

NA

Y

N

2

Y

N

Ivalda 1923

Free
Classical
Pantheon

Interwar Free
Classical;
Anteroom,
hall & lodge
room

Y

Y

2

Y

C/S

Doric

Pillars w
globes

Arch. BD
Reynolds

Collingwood
1928-9

Arts & Crafts

Art Deco

Y

Minimal
decoration

Red brick

Brunswick Rd
1926

Free
Classical

NA

Pillars

Tuscan

Davies St

Free
Classical

Vernacular;
lodge room &
hall

Y

Y

1

Y

C/S; Pillars

Red brick

Free
Classical

Partially
demolished

N

Y

2

Y

C/S; Pillars
w globes

Corinthian

Morton Ray
1922

Free
Classical

Partially
demolished

N

C/S

Façade with
Brick hall

Coppin

Greek
Revival

Demolished

N

1923
Newport 1925

c.1920s

N

2

N

Anterooms,
hall & lodge
rooms
N

Y

2

Y

Arch. Harry
Little

Red brick

Y

2

Y

Pillars w
globes
Y

2

N

C/S
pillars

Façade with
Brick hall

Pillars with
globes; Ionic
Order
Masonic
Façade on
church hall
Arch. Ch.
Heath

Sunshine
1926

Arts & Craft

NA

N

N

2

Y

Minimal
decoration

Mordialloc
1925

Free
Classical

Partially
Demolished

N

Y

2

Y

C/S

Sorrento 1926

Free
Classical/
Greek
Revival

Egyptian
Revival

Y

Greek
Revival

Vernacular

Y

Stawell # 1926

Façade with
brick hall

pillars
Y

1

Y

C/S
pillars

Y

1

trethowan architecture interiors heritage

Y

Minimal
decoration
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Temple

Style

Former Camberwell Masonic Temple, 12 Prospect Hill Road, Camberwell

Interiors

Continued
Masonic

Portico

Floors

Symmetrical
facade

Main
external
Masonic
symbols

Other
Notes

Ionic

Dunkeld #
1938

Stripped
Classical

Vernacular

NA

Y

1

Y

C/S

Portland#
1932

Greek
Revival

Greek
Revival

Y

Y

1

Y

C/S

St Arnaud#

Stripped
Classical

NA

Hamilton #
1915

Mannerist/
Classical

NA

Elsternwick
1915

Free
Classical

Mansfield#
1892

Heidelberg

1925

pillars
Y

1

N

Doric

N

Y

1

Y

C/S

Apartment
conversion

N

N

2

Y

Pillars, lion

Façade with
brick hall

Modern
facade

Vernacular

Y

Y

1

Y

C/S

Façade
attached to
church hall

Free
Classical

NA

NA

Y

2

Y

Globes,
pillars

1930 refurb.
Ionic free
Classical

Federation

1892-1930

C/S

* VHR
# Rural/Regional
C/S Compass & Square
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